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Sri Lankan art and architecture was deeply influenced by Buddhism, which was introduced to the island in the third century BCE by the son of Ashoka, Mahinda. Ashoka, the great Buddhist emperor of the Maurya Dynasty, dedicated himself to the propagation of the religion across Asia. Sri Lanka has the longest continuous history of Buddhism of any Buddhist nation, and its culture reflects its religious tradition. Cave Temples. The earliest examples of Buddhist architecture found in Sri Lanka are cave temples. The most famous of these, the Dambulla temple complex, dates back to the first century BCE Buddhist Art and Architecture. Overview Characteristics. 1. They usually contain relics and are build in places where the Buddha visited or performed sermons. 1. Four toranas. each umbrella symbolizing the three jewels of Buddhism. Characteristics of Buddhist Architecture â€¢ Stupas. act as elaborate gateways to the structure. The Law 3. The Buddha like the one at Sanchi have a central mast of three umbrellas at the top. The Community of Monks â€¢ Stupas. The square enclosure around the umbrellas symbolize a sacred tree surrounded by a fence. at the cardinal points of the compass. Surviving art and architecture from these pilgrimage sites along with artistic productions of internationally renowned Indian monastic centers such as Nâlandâ and Vikramaśīla, form an important part of the basic canon of Buddhist art and architecture of India. No artistic and architectural remain seems to date to the time of the historical Buddha Āśākyamuni (c. 6th century BCE). The remains of some Buddhist stâpas (Buddhist relic mounds) survive from the following period, but the earliest major corpus of Buddhist artifacts belong to the reign of Āshoka the Great of the Mauryan Empire (268â€“231 BCE)
As I am not an art historian, I had some hesitation in attending the talks on “Buddhist Art and Architecture.” However, after reading the abstracts, I was surprised to learn that the research on Buddhist art is far greater in scope than I had imagined. It was particularly interesting to discover how the visual arts served to disseminate culture before the use of written language. For example, through an interpretation of the symbolic meaning of the two standing Buddha statues on either side of a life-sized copper image of the Buddha Shakyamuni in the Kwa Baha (Golden Temple) in Lalitpur, Aurora Graldi (University of Vienna) not only demonstrated how a Nepalese “school” of sculpture was fostered in the influential period (5th–8th century) Sri Lankan art and architecture was deeply influenced by Buddhism, which was introduced to the island in the third century BCE by the son of Ashoka, Mahinda. Ashoka, the great Buddhist emperor of the Maurya Dynasty, dedicated himself to the propagation of the religion across Asia. Sri Lanka has the longest continuous history of Buddhism of any Buddhist nation, and its culture reflects its religious tradition. Cave Temples. The earliest examples of Buddhist architecture found in Sri Lanka are cave temples. The most famous of these, the Dambulla temple complex, dates back to the first century B